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The following two forms options are available for printing Form 1099-MISC and 1099-
NEC:

Blank form (2 up). Prints two vendors per page. Option to print Recipient Copy B with or
without instructions on the back. Using blank form requires electronic filing with the IRS.
Copy B is the recipient (vendor) copy. Copy C is the payer (office) copy.
Preprinted IRS-approved form (2 up). Prints two vendors per page. Reprint for additional
copies. Example: Copy A (IRS), Copy B (recipient) , Copy C (office), etc.
 Text

When a 1099 code is setup (Setup > 1099 codes), the code is assigned the form type (1099-MISC,
1099-NEC, or 1099-INT) as well as the box# to print the reportable amount on the assigned form.

1099 codes must be unique; the same code cannot exist for both misc and interest forms.

Year: The 1099 reporting year.

Form: Select the form you are about to print

Format: Select the appropriate format for the forms you are about to print.

Minimum Amount: Minimum Amount: Specify a minimal tagged amount to print (leave zero for
none). Forms will be printed only for vendors (who are included in the 1099 batch) with payment
amounts above or equal to this specified amount.

Vendors: Allows you to print all vendors tagged for reporting; or selected vendors. Use this if the
printer jams and you need to reprint or you just need to print for one vendor.

Paper: Select the form you wish to print (blank stock or pre-printed) The only reason for needing
to use a pre-printed form is for the Payer Copy C, if you plan to file paper forms to the IRS.
Recipient copies can always be printed on blank paper, regardless of how you file with the IRS.

Form: If you need to print multiple copies, simply do another print run with the appropriate
selection.

Print a final total page:  Prints an extra page at the end with the total forms printed and total
amount.

Paper Size and Orientation:  normally should always be Letter and Portrait.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Alignment
If the 1099 information is not lining up on the form, change the alignment setting for the top
margin in A/P options and print again. You can print a sample page to test the alignment before
printing 1099 MISC forms by clicking the Test Align button. Test print to 8 ½ by 11 paper and then
place one of your good forms over top it to see if it is lined up correctly. It helps to place it over a
light. Increase the alignment number to print lower; decrease the number to print higher on the
form.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Print 1099 Process

https://fund-accounting.knowledgeowl.com/help/1099-codes
https://fund-accounting.knowledgeowl.com/help/accounts-payable-options


Preview
Displays the 1099’s that will print. It is a good idea to first preview the forms about to be printed to
make sure they are all correct, so you don’t end up wasting forms.


